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The excellence of California Indian basketry has long been recognized.
The Climax area for this basketry, represented by the Pomo, has been intensively
studied by Barrett (1908). Another highly developed center is that of the
Maidu. Pomo basketry is an elaboration of existing basketry traditions, while
that of the Northeastern Maidu was probably brought about by the fusion of
various- traditions. Northeastern Maidu basketry is equal to that of the Pomo in
craftmanship and perhaps in diversity of types,, but it is not as ornate--although
it is certainly pleasing esthetically.

The purpose of this paper is to make a brief survey, to be used in con-
junction with Dixon's work on designs (Dixon, 1900), of Northeastern Maidu
basketry. This paper, for supplementary purposes, will deal with material aspects,
emphasizing such topics as basket use, techniques of manufacture, motor habits,
and use of the environment.

Field Work

Field work for this paper was conducted from January 19th to February lst,
1957. Interviews were held with eight Maidu Indians. Six of these were North-
eastern Maidu. The accounts of three in this group were used in the preparation
of this paper. Marie Potts of Sacramento, California, was my chief informant.
Information received from the other informants was primarily for corroboration.

Mrs. Potts is highly sophisticated and is- acquainted with some anthropological
literature on the Maidu. Due to the sparsity of literature on Maidu basketry I
doubt if appreciable bias was caused by reinterpretation of written ethnographic
accounts. However, some effect was noted, e.g., her account of the procedure of
splitting willow coincides closely with that of Dixon (1905). Due to her sophi-
stication leading questions could occasionally be asked with profit, as. a time
saving device. Interview time was paid for. Information was volunteered with
enthusiasm and she was anxious to have data-on the Maidu recorded. She did exten-
sive,work on coiled baskets in my presence,9 allowing direct observation of this
technique. Although she also demonstrated twining procedures, direct observation
of this technique was of a cursory nature. Her skill in twining is limited.

MaJor discrepancies in information were limited to recent introductions. In
this paper I weighed the accounts of my informants against published accounts and
available museum specimens.

Types

A basic need of all societies is the use of containers. Important uses of
containers are the preparation and serving of food, storage, and transport. In
central California nets and rigid-textiled receptacles--or baskets, are used as
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containers. Particular container needs are fulfilled by using specific types of
baskets. By correlating basket use, form, and pertinent linguistic data, these

specific basket types can be isolated for the Northeastern Maidu (Plate 1, Table 1)2
An unfinished basket is alh6A_ja; a finished basket a lol6- A large coiled

basket with flaring sides is used for stone-boiling (Plate 0 The flaring sides

provide a large orifice, facilitating the addition of heated stones. The stones
are lifted into the basket,by a looped stick or wooden tong.- Stirring with a

wooden paddle prevents the basket from being burned by the heated stones. Smaller
coiled baskets, are used as dippers, and as eating and drinking bowls (Plate lb)

Globose baskets (Plate la) may be c-oiled or twined, and are used for storage.
Large st-orage ba-skets-are coarsely twined. These are common in areas where the

acorn granary is not used. Closely tvined baskets with constricted necks, and

covered with pitch for-waterproofing., are water bottles. Ornamental baskets are

decorative- and may store luxury items.

Circular plaques and coarsely voven baskets are 2attAa. Circular plaques are

usually coiled (Plate le), though coarsely twined one
p

ate lg) also occur. -A

large circular plaque used as a plate is a waig. A smaller circular plaque, used

for sifting and parching, is a bfitky. Sifting is accomplished by tiltiag the

basket at a sbarp angle and vibrating it by tapping the edge with-a stone. This

causes the coarser meal to shift d-ownvard-toward the lower edge of the basket. It

is then shoved out and reground. Parching is accomplished by shaking a plaque con-

taining live coals or a heated stone together vith the material to be parched.
Meal is svept off a sifting basket with a soaproot, Chorogalum Eomeridianum .(Ker.)
Kunth,, brush or a pine cone petal brush. Oval and subtriangular baskets are

wal6t. Closely tvined ones are used as v-innowers and parchers; open tvined ones

as sifters and occasionally they are filled vith pine needles or leaves and serve

as leaching basins. Oval, open twined baskets with handle-a have a specific term

which I was unable to obtain from my informants (Plate lh). They are used as seed

beaters and for whipping. seeds into burden baskets (see below) -

A large conical-abaped basket is used for carrying loads. It is supported
by a buckskin cerrying strap, hek& attached at three points about two-thirds-up
from the base. This basket type is called a burden basket. An overlay twined bur-

den basket is a vols, and is used for transporting seed s , etc - (Plate 1 i) - Occa -

sionally a piece of buckskin is attacbed to the basal point to prevent vear. An

open twined burden basket is a 1u"ku* (Plate lj). It is used for transporting
firewood, acorns, etc., and for catching fish in rivers3.

Other rigid textile forms include c'aps, vol6; mortar hoppers, i; fish

traps,, mfkki,; and cradles,
PYR

Techni s of Manufacture

Manufacturiag technique often determines ba-sket type. Baskets that hold
water ax-e coiled, overlay tvined, or close twined vith a covering of pitch. Bas-

kets used for food preparation are coiled, coiled baskets being more durable than

twined ones.
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Provisions ofHR 1398
The measure was first introduced in 1984 as HR 5814, the "In-

come and Jobs Action Act." Two years later, after a "Quality of
Life," conference in Berkeley (under the auspices of the Afro-
American Studies and the Peace and Conflict Studies depart-
ments at U.C. Berkeley), the measure was redrafted as HR 1398,
the "Quality of Life Action Act." This measure, sponsored by
Representatives Hays, Hawkins, Conyers, and 25 other House
members,

* replaced the old "right to a job" with "the right to earn a
living,"9

* put job and income rights in the context of more comprehen-
sive action to improve the quality of life,

* mandated the creation of millions of jobs by lowering the
hours of paid work without lowering take-home pay,

* mandated policies to stem the flight of capital and jobs to
other countries,

* called for a focused "industrial policy" in tune with our new
service society, to replace the old Keynesian idea that any
kind of growth is OK,

* mandated large-scale federal aid for local community
renewal, economic development, environmental protection
and public works, and

* required a total reconstruction of the budget's present expen-
ditures of over $1 trillion.

Instead of requesting new appropriations, we sought in
various sections ofHR 1398 to reduce federal deficits. Thus we
suggested some ofthe quickest ways to enlargejob opportunities,
including (a) staged reductions in real interest rates, (b) reduc-
tions in the number of paid working hours, particularly in
manufacturing, without any corresponding loss in income, and
(c) incentives for more private companies to provide maternity
leave with pay and child care for pre-school children of
employees. Also, all budget requests and authoriAtos were to
include estimates of net outlays. Thus, all expenditures to raise
employment would be modified by estimates of the
government's adtional tax receipts andreduced outlays forjob-
less benefits and welfare. Properly understood, these provisions
could help retire the idea that larger deficits are inevitably re-
quired to expand employment opotniis

Incorporating an Economic Bill of Rights
In 1987,1I published two articles in The Nation on "Quality of

Lie Jobs," in which I suggested that the country needed a new
full employment concept based on an economic bill of rights.
This idea was taken very seriously by the Congress for Economic
Justice, a community action coalition in Oakland, California.
Leaders of the Congress urged me to pursue an "'Economic Bill
of Rights Act."

I promptly consulted with Representatives Hawkins and
Hayes, who responded positively. Both of them remembered the
pastoal letter on "'Economic Justice for All" (November 1986),
in which U.S. Catholic bishops advocated a "new American ex-
periment" in overall planning on behalf of economic rights, full

employment, and vast improvements in welfare programs and
foreign economic policy. So Hayes and Hawkins promptly as-
signed key staff members to work with me on a draft.

The result was HR 2870, the "Economic Bill of Rights Act,"'
which at long last proposed endorsement of Roosevelt's eight-
point Bill of Rights as national policy (see LCR 244, September
1988). HR 2870 required the President each year to set forth a
detailed legislative program to carry out the national policy, but
did not leave it all to executive discretion; the bill also set forth
a minimum, short-term legislative program "to secure these
rights." And it established a Commission on Economic Rights,
both to monitor the fulfillment of the "'Roosevelt rights," and to
formulate changes or entirely new rights. The Commission was
to include an equal number of men and women, chosen to give
"4a fair representation of the income and wealth levels of the
population and its racial and cultural diversity."

The bill's provisions for the Commission also departed from
the idea of proclaiming rights from the White House or some
other mountain top. One of the Commission's tasks was to or-
ganize roundtables and debates in every community in the
country. We assumed that many new ideas would emerge from
these discussions, to serve as the basis for defining rights that
could be put before city councils, county commissions, and state
legislators, as well as the U.S. Congress. Specific references
were made to environmental rights, the right to know, and the
righttoprotections againstinlto, high interestrates, consumer
fraud, fire, crime, threats to personal security, and government
actions that intrude upon civil rights or deny personal privacy.

Developing a Legislative Camagn
The Hayes-Hawkins "Economic Bill of Rights Act" was un-

veiled in a hurry on June 1, 1987. The word was that President
Reagan intended to launch his own economic bill of rights, so
Representative Hayes sought to beat him to the punch. In the
process, there was no effort to "market" the measure among the
Washington press representatives, or even to prepare a popular
explanation of HR 2870.

Reagan's "bill ofrights," presented on July 3, 1987, turned out
to be a toned-down version of various constitutional amendments
earlier proposed by Milton and Rose Friedman. Its essence was
to mandate a balanced federal budget and to give presidents the
power of a line-item veto. After a few weeks of half-hearted ad-
vocacy in his Saturday radio broadcasts, the President dropped
the idea. The only serious function it served was to help blanket
out any media attention to HR 2870.

Both the Hayes-Hawkins measures were largely ignored by
the National Committee for Full Employment, which con-
centraed instead on minor but essential manpower bills. To fill
the organizational gap, Frank Riessman (who had helped set up
the National Committee for Full Employment a decade earlier)
worked with others to establish New Initiatives for Full Employ-,
ment. This group made important progress in developing a full



"2-strand diagonal twining", Ibid, P.- 348; cf. "diagonal twining", Mason,
1904, pp. 234-5, fig. 20, and'"twilled twining" Wetfish, 1930, P. 473, fig. 10;
also "z?e-zag twining", Funkhouse-r and Webb, 1929, pp. 94-5., fig. 55, "twined
openwork", Mason, 1904., fig. 17,, and "honey comb twining", Balfet., 1957, P. 9).
The basket is held upright and-twining proceeds in. a clockwise direction. The
weft-is given-a-s-twist and leans-downward (Figure le, f),.

The Radial Bunch Warp start (Figure lg; after Baumhoff in Balfet197

fig.- 3, no.- 3., cf.- "standard", p. 4) is used for fine twining; the Radial Bunch
Warp Stratified start (Figure lh; after Ibid., fig. 3, no. 4) for coarse twining.
As twining proceeds, additional warps are added. Twine vork is finished off by a
coiled rim. On coarse twined tapered surfaces several warps may be incorporated
in one stitch. The Simple Spiral Wound Composite finish (mbid., fig. 4) is used
to complete twine work.

For openwork, warp face twining (term applied to textiles by O'Neale, 1948,
P. 159) is used. Warp face twining is accomplished by spacing the weft element
on the warp foundation. This technique differs from true openwork twining where both
weft and warp elements are spaced (see Plate"le, hi, J).

Overlay twining is practiced;' the overlay material is given a full twist and
overlays both the inside and outside of the basket.

Dixo(105,fig 47) ilusrates a wickerwork seed beater from the North-
western Maidu area. However, none has been documented in the Northeastern Maidu
area. Wickerwork technique is used on coarse basket ware, but is probably a recent
Introduction.

Baskets are made when needed. They are manufactured by women (excepting fish
traps, which may be manufactured by men also) when spare time is available. Assuming
that one works full-time, i.e., during daylight, an average basket can be produced
in 10 to 14 days. A person, on the average, will produce six baskets a year. A
total of 19 baskets were counted in one Northeastern Maidu household.

Materials Selected

The technique employed to manufacture a basket often determines which materials
are selected to be used. Certain materials are more suitable for one technique than
another. Tables. 2 and. 3 list the meaterials that are selected for basket manufacture.

The most esteemed willow is Salix argyrophylla., Nutt. (Dixon, 1905, P. 145;
cf. Merrill, 1923, p. 239 fn.),-although other species are extensively used. Accor-
d-ing to my chief informant the "best willow" is river willow with small pith hearts
and gray foliage. Squirrel willow is no good d-ue to its brittleness.

To provide contrast for decoration,, bracken fern root and sometimes redbud withe
is dyed black by acorn staining and by burying in the ground. Porcupine quills are
dyed yellow by boiling them with wolf moss, Evernia vulp2ina,, hifmsim b&itf. Quills
dyed red with berry stain are imported from the north.
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Table 2. Materials Incorporated in Baskets

NE Maidu
Material Name

Part
Used Use in Technique of Manufacture

Big Leaf Maple
(Acer macrophyllum, Pursh.)

Black Oak
(Quercus kelloggi, Newb.)

d-lp1

h6msi

Bracken Fern (Pteridum sullala
quilina, var. lanuginosa, Bory.)

Deer Brush (Ceanothus
integerrmus 77

Douglas Fir (P t a
taxifol ia, Lamb.)

Incense Cedar (Librocedrus
decurrens, Torr.)

Maidenhair Fern (Adiantum
pedatum, L.)

Redbud (Cercus
occid-entalis, Torr.)

-* imani

lopI1it

loli

withe coil thread, coarse twine warp

wilthe coil thread, coarse twine warp
and weft

withe rim

root decorative coil thread, decorative
overlay twine

withe overlay twine weft base

twig

root

coarse twine warp

overlay twine warp, overlay twine
weft base

stalk decorative overlay twine

withe coarse twine, coil thread (peeled),
decorative coild thread (unpeeled)

Salt Tule (ScLrDU8
acutus, Muhl . ?)

bfm ku"pky stalk overlay twine warp (upper
portions only)

Slough Grass (Carex
barbaree, Dew .)

Squaw Grass (Xero-
phyllum tenax, Nutt.)

f{ a1a

blade coil thread, overlay twine
weft base

blade overlay twine

Western Service Berry
(Amelanchier alnifolia,

soba
Nutt.)

Wild Cherry (Prunus
demissa, WalpTFj

Willow (Salix spp.)

Yellow-Haired Porcupine
(Erethizon e2ixanthm, var.
epixa ntham, Brandt)

Yellow Pine (Pinus
ponderosa, Dougl . )

withe rim

withe overlay twine weft base

CUp 1stalk coil foundation, coarse twine

@ n1m p6 quill decorative overlay twine

byby root overlay twine warp, overlay
twine weft base
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Slough grass does not grow in Northeastern Maidu territory and may be
traded in from the lowlands. The sparse occurrence of maidenhair fern requires that
-quantities of it must be obtained from areas further north. Service berry and
black oak withes are transported from lower altitudes.

Certain basketry materials that grow in the Northeastern Maidu area are not
utlized, although in nearby areas they are. These materials are hazel, Corlus
rostrata, Ait.9 var. californica7 and squaw brush, Rhus trilobata, Nutt. (Merrill,
1923, map0 5). Hazel is lighter than willow, but willow is stronger. This factor
probably affected selection0

Table 3o Extraneous Basket Materials

Material Parts Used

Abalone (Haliotis sppo)

Acorn Woodpecker (Balanosphyra formacivora,
var0 bairdi, Ridg0)

Bluebird (Sialia sp?)

Bullock Oriole (Icternus bullocki, Swain0)

California Red-Winged Blackbird (Agelains
phoe.niceus., Nel )

Clam (Saxidomus nuttallii9 Con.)

Common Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos L., var.
picta, Dougl.)

Meadowlark (Sturnella neglecta, Aud.)

Sierran Mountain Quail (Oreortyx picta, var.
picta, Dougl. )

Western Robin (Planesticus migratorius, var.
propinquus, Ridg?T

shell (beads and pendants)

scalp feathers

scalp feathers

scalp feathers

wing feathers

shell (beads)

tail curls

scalp feathers

topknots

scalp feathers

Gathering and Preparation

Maple and willow are burned to get new shoots. New shoots are collected
one or two years later. Burning is accomplished by heaping leaves against the
base of the tree and igniting them. New willow shoots have less "knobs" if
picked at first sign of sprouting. If bunch grass is filled with trash, it is
burned to get new shoots. Burning is done in the fall.

Roots of certain trees are stronger than those of others and these trees are
noted. Specific basketmakers have rights to the roots of certain trees. Roots
are farmed, those from a certain section of a tree being collected, while those
of another section are not collected until a later time. Bracken fern roots are
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often found in dumps, rotten logs, or soft dirt.

A digging stick, sewe*, is used to collect roots. Roots are severed with
a knife, 86mmi, probably made of obsidian. If no knife is available, roots are
severed by pounding a segment of the root with a rock. Roots taken are about 3
to 4 feet long, and 3 incbes in diameter. Maple withes are about 4 feet long
and "as thick as a thumb".

Roots, maidenhair fern, and deer brush are harvested after the snow disap-
pears. Willow is harvested in the spring before the foliage sprouts. Wild cher-
ry and bracken fern are harvested any time.

Foundation materials are made up in bundles, butuo. A willow bundle is
about four inches thick in basal diameter and contains around 250 stalks.
Squaw grass, deer brush, and wild cherry bundles are about two inches in basal
diameter. One piece of the material is used for binding and is 8oiralled in a
counterclockwise direction, loops being formed at both ends for anchoring
(Figure li) e

Thread materials are made up in rolls, wanyni. A roll of maple is about
nine inches in diameter and three inches thick. The binding is spiralled in a
counterclockwise direction.

It takes about two hours to gather and process materials if the location
of the desired plants is known. Six to eight bundles are made in one sitting.
A year's supply, consisting of about 25 bundles, is collected.

Materials might not be completely processed on the spot, but may be trans-
ported to shelter. If this is done, all waste materials are burned at the
gathering area. Materials are transported with a buckskin carrying strap. The
strap is threaded through the bundles, rolls are strung on it, and surplus ma-
terials are lashed on. The shoulders support the strap during carrying unless
free hands are needed. The strap is then supported on the forehead. When
bundles and rolls are all made up they are stored by hanging them out of the way,
indoors.

The act of splitting stalks and removing pith centers is .jodg. Willow,
maple, and tree roots are heated by holding them directly over a fire, putting
them in hot ashes, or by exposing them to the sun. The fire may be located at
the gathering area. Drying is complete when the skin cracks. This makes split-
ting and skin scraping easier. The skin is scraped off willow stalks immediately
after picking and drying. If this is not done, the skin will harden.

After heating, the stalk is split. Splitting is initiated by rubbing the
stalk end with the fingernail or a sharp tool. When the split is started, the
end of one split is held in the teeth, and the end of the other by the right
hand. Splitting is continued by pulling the ends apart. The left hand is then
placed at the juncture of the split and is used as a guide to determine the
thickness of the split stalks. If the left hand pushes the stalk away from the
body, the split stalk anchored by the teeth will become thicker at the expense of
the split stalk anchored by the right hand. If the stalk is held close to the
body, the reverse occurs.
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Only the two inner layers of the bracken fern root are used. Pith is re-
moved from the willow and maple withes as they are split. Waste products are used
as fire fuel.

Maple withes and tree roots are split into quadrants. Parallel slices are
then made, starting on one of the previously split quadrant surfaces (Figure la).
Willow is split into thirds (Figure lb)o This may be due to its small diameter,
or to facilitate rod fitting in coil foundations.

Figure la Figure lb

Maple and Tree Roots Willow

Manufacturing Traditions

By correlating basket type, manufacturing technique, and selection of
materials, several manufacturing traditions can be isolated for the Northeastern
Maidu. The most important tradition is coiling. Basket types common in this
tradition are cooking baskets, dippers, circular plaque sifters, and plates.
Obviously the manufacturing technique is distinctive-coiling instead of twining.
Materials selected for manufacture are willow, maple, redbud, bracken fern, and
slough grass.

A second tradition is overlay twiningo Basket types common in this tra-
dition are storage baskets and burden baskets. Mortar hoppers and caps are also
overlay twined. The manufacturing technique is twining with an overlay covering.
The basket bases are not overlaid. Materials selected for manufacture are pine
and cedar roots, willow, squaw grass, tule, deer brush, wild cherry, slough grass,
maidenhair fern, bracken fern, and porcupine quills. Oak and service berry are
used for basket rims.

A third tradition is close twining. Basket types common in this tradition
are water bottles and subtriangular winnowers. Pitch is used to waterproof the
water bottles. The manufacturing technique is twining,, often using the 2-strand
twill technique. The principal manufacturing material is willowo

A fourth tradition is openwork twining. Basket types common to this
tradition are seed beaters, subtriangular and oval sifters, and burden baskets.
Fish traps are also openwork twined. The manufacturing technique for this
tradition is identical to that of the close twine tradition except that the
warp face twining feature is added. Willow is the manufacturing materialo
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A fifth tradition is coarse work twining. Basket types common to this
tradition are large storage baskets, circular plaques, and various recently into-
duced forms. The manufacturing technique is twining, though on a crude level
with few refined conventionalizations. The wickerwork technique is also used.
Materials selected for coarse twine manufacture are willow, maple, redbud, and
douglas fir.

Sources

The Northeastern Maidu, due to their location (Map 1), served as a
melting pot for basketry traditions. Their basketry appears to have been de-
rived from three sources. A basic sub-straum is central California in origin.
It is represented by two manufacturing traditions, coiling and openwork twining.
Central California coiling is 3-rod foundation and proceeds in a counterclockwise
direction, in contrast to Yuki coiling which is often rod and welt and proceeds
in a clockwise direction of manufacture. The wickerwork technique, if present
in the Northeastern Maidu area, is also of probable central California origin due
to its occurrence in Pomo and Northwestern Maidu territory (Kroeber, 1925, p. 415).

With this basic sub-stratum, influences from northern California appeared.
Two manufacturing traditions were introduced, overlay twining,, and coarse work
twining., Overlay twining is the full-twist type of northeastern California (Welt-
fish. 1930, p. 477).

In apparently quite recent times influences from the Great Basin have in-
truded. These influences are similar to the central California traditions, and
therefore are not as obvious as those from northern California. The only new
manufacturing tradition is close twining. The use of 1-rod foundation coiling
for temporary baskets and the appearance of subtriangular and oval openwork
sifter types occurs. Also, the Northeastern Maidu cradle form is similar to that
of the Great Basin.

This fusion of basketry traditions makes the Northeastern Maidu the most
diversified basketmakers in California, although the Pomo show greater elabora-
tion of basketmaking techniques.
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APPENDIX I

Informants

Marie Potts, Sacramento, California. Born 1895 at Big Meadows. Northeastern
Maidu mother; Caucasian father. Lived with her mother and maternal grandmother
until their deaths in 1910. Is Publicity Chairman for the Federated Indians of
California.

Salina Jackson, Oak Grove, California. Born 1873 in Genesee Valley. North-
eastern Maidu mother; Welsh father. Is a skilled basketmaker.

Ina Jackson*., Feather Falls, California. Born 1876 in Genesee Valley. Is
siter of Salina Jackson.

* Married name. Both sisters married Jacksons.

NOTES

1. Research for this paper was financed by a grant from the Departm4ent of
Anthropology and Sociology, University of California at Los Angeles. I
wish to acknowledge the assistance given to me by S. A. Barrett, William
A. Lessa, Clement W. Meighan, and Francis A. Riddell for their advice and
guidance; SO A. Barrett, Robert A. Littlewood (who also did -the photography),
Francis A. Riddell, and Joan Seibert who aided me in the field; Marie Potts,
my chief informant; and William Shipley who transcribed the Northeastern
Maidu terms used in this paper.

2. All Northeastern Maidu terms are transcribed in a phonemic system based
on Shipley (1956). Only restricted meanings that apply to basketry are
attributed to the terms used. The author is responsible for all terms
designated by an asterisk (*).

3. A lidless creel-shaped "fish basket" was also reported. This basket type
may be a Maidu adaptation of the Atsugevi scoop-shaped fish basket (Garth,
1953, P. 149). However, it is probably a copy of a recent western intro-
duction.

4. Fragments of glass are now substituted for obsidian.

5. Kroeber (1925, pp. 414-5) relates coil direction with outside surface. The
writer believes that coil direction can be better described by relating it
to the work surface. With this approach a one-to-one relationship can be
made between coil direction and motor habits.

6. The term, "wickerwork",, is well established in English basket terminology
(Mason, 1904, pp. 228-30). In general usage it often confuses technique of
manufacture and basket appearance. A more precise term for this technique
would be "woven wattlework" (Balfet, 1957, p. 10, fig. 2).
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7. Kroeber (1925, P. 415) and Dixon (1905, p. 145) state that the northern
Maidu use hazel. Barrett (1933, pp. 236-7) and Merrill (1923, p. 225,
map 3) indicate that hazel is not used. I obtained negative responses from
all my informants.
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EXPLANATION OF ILLUSTRATIONS

Plate 1 - Maidu Baskets (not to scale),

a. Coiled Cooking Basket from Big Meadows, Plumas Co., Calif. Owned by
Marie Potts. Photographed January 29, 1957. UCLA Neg. No. 1291.

b. Coiled Dipper owned and made? by Ina Jackson, a Northeastern Maidu
from Genessee Valley, Plumas Co., Calif. Photographed January 31,
1957. UCLA Neg. No. 1321.

c. 1-Rod Coiled "Temporary" Basket from the northern Sierra Nevada area.
Collected by E L. McLeodJ1892-1905. UCMA Spec. No. 1-20881. Photo-
graphed February 1, 1957. UCLA Neg. No. 1340

d. Coiled Storage Basket from Big Meadows, Plumas Co., Calif. .Owned by
Marie Potts. Photographed January 29, 1957. UCLA Neg. No. 12920

e. Coiled Plaque from Plumas or Tebama Co., Calif. Collected by E. L.
McLeod 1892-1905. UCMA Spec. No. 1-20879. Photographed February 1,
1957. UCLA Neg. No. 1339.

f. Openwork Subtriangular Sifter bought from "Old Ann." in Indian Valley,
P-lumas Co., Calif., 1930. UCMA Spec. No. 1-53984. Photographed February
1, 1957G UCIA Neg. No. 1304.

g. Coarse Work Twined Plaque made by Daisey Baker, a Northeastern Maidu
from Genessee Valley, Plumas Co., Calif. Photographed January 31, 1957.
UCLA Neg. No. 1314.

ho Seed Be4ter collected by A. L. Kroeber at Quincy, Calif. June 8, 1913.
UCMA Spec. No. 1-17335. Photographed February 1y 1957. UCLA Neg.
No. 1338.

i. Overlay Twined Burden Basket made by Marie Davis, a Northeastern Maidu
from Genessee Valley, Plumas Co., Calif. Photographed January 31, 1957.
UCLA Neg. No. 1317.

Jo Openwork Burden Basket collected by A. L. Kroeber at Quincy, Calif.
June 81 1913. IiMA Spec. No. 1-17332. Photographed February 1, 1957.
UXCLA Neg. No. 1346.

Table 1 - Northeastern Maidu Basket Types

Figure 1 - Manufacturing Techniques

a. 1-Rod Coiling d. Center Point Spiral Start
b. 3-Rod Coiling e. 2-Strand Twining
c. Split-Stitching f. 2-Strand Twilled Twining
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Figure 1 - Manufacturing Techniques (continued)

g. Radial Bunch Warp Start
h. Radial Bunch Warp Stratified Start
i. Bundle Binding

Map 1 - Northern California Basketry Complexes (based on Weltfish, 1930, fig. 2,
p. 456).
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Map 1 - Northern California Basketry Complexes (based on Weltfish,, 1930, fig. 2,

p. 456).
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Figure 1 - Manufacturing Techniques

1-Rod Coiling
3-Rod Coiling
Split-Stitching

d. Center Point Spiral Start
e. 2-Strand Twining
fI. 2-Strand Twilled Twining
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Plate 1 - Maidu Baskets (not to scale)

a. Coiled Cooking Basket from Big Meadows, Plumas Co., Calif. Owned by
Marie Potts. Photographed January 29, 1957. UCLA Neg. No. 1291.

b. Coiled Dipper owned and made? by Ina Jackson, a Northeastern Maidu
from Genessee Valley, Plumas Co., Calif. Photographed January 31,
1957. UCLA Neg. No. 1321.

c. 1-Rod Coiled "Temporary" Basket from the northern Sierra Nevada area.
Collected by E L. McLeod^1892-1905. UCMA Spec. No. 1-20881. Photo-
graphed February 1, 1957. UCLA Neg. No. 1340.

d. Coiled Storage Basket from Big Meadows, Plumas Co., Calif. Owned by
Marie Potts. Photographed January 29, 1957. UCLA Neg. No. 1292.

e. Coiled Plaque from Plumas or Tehama Co., Calif. Collected by E. L.
McLeod 1892-1905. UCMA Spec. No. 120879. Photographed February 1,
1957. UCLA Neg. No. 1339.

f. Openwork Subtriangular Sifter bought from "Old Ann" in Indian Valley,
Plumas Co., Calif., 1930. UCMA Spec. No. 1-53984. Photographed February
1, 1957. UCLA Neg. No. 1304.

g. Coarse Work Twined Plaque made by Daisey Baker, a Northeastern Maidu
from Genessee Valley, Plumas Co., Calif. Photographed January 31, 1957.
UCLA Neg. No. 1314.

h. Seed Beqter collected by A. L. Kroeber at Quincy, Calif. June 8, 1913.
UCMA Spec. No. 1-17335. Photographed February 19 1957. UCLA Neg.
No. 1338.

i. Overlay Twined Burden Basket made by Marie Davis, a Northeastern Maidu
from Genessee Valley, Plumas Co., Calif. Photographed January 31, 1957.
UCLA Neg. No. 1317.

j. Openwork Burden Basket collected by A. L. Kroeber at Quincy, Calif.
June 8, 1913. UCMA Spec. No. 1-17332. Photographed February 1, 1957.
UCLA Neg. No. 1346.
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